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ABSTRACT

Unit testing could be used to validate the correctness of basic units of the software system under test. To reduce manual efforts in conducting unit testing, the research community has contributed with tools that automatically generate unit test cases, including test inputs and test oracles (e.g., assertions). Recently, ATLAS, a deep learning (DL) based approach, was proposed to generate assertions for a unit test based on other already written unit tests. Despite promising, the effectiveness of ATLAS is still limited. To improve the effectiveness, in this work, we make the first attempt to leverage Information Retrieval (IR) in assertion generation and propose an IR-based approach, including the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval and the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation. In addition, we propose an integration approach to combine our IR-based approach with a DL-based approach (e.g., ATLAS) to further improve the effectiveness. Our experimental results show that our IR-based approach outperforms the state-of-the-art DL-based approach, and integrating our IR-based approach with the DL-based approach can further achieve higher accuracy. Our results convey an important message that information retrieval could be competitive and worthwhile to pursue for software engineering tasks such as assertion generation, and should be seriously considered by the research community given that in recent years deep learning solutions have been over-popularly adopted by the research community for software engineering tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Unit testing validates the correctness of the software system under test by basic units. A basic unit refers to a small and functionally discrete component (e.g., a method or a class) in a software system. Compared with other levels of testing (e.g., integration testing and system testing), unit testing can help detect and diagnose failures more quickly, especially for complex software systems [11]. A typical unit test includes a test input and test oracle (e.g., assertions),

---
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and the latter serves as the specifications for the desired behavior on the given test input.

To reduce manual efforts in writing unit tests, a large number of tools have been proposed to generate test inputs automatically, falling into three major categories. (1) Random testing, e.g., Randoop [37], which conducts feedback-directed random testing by analyzing collected execution traces. (2) Dynamic symbolic execution, e.g., JBBSE [8], which dynamically conducts symbolic execution with techniques designed to deal with programs that operate on complex heap inputs. (3) Search-based testing, e.g., EvoSuite [15], which applies genetic algorithms to generate and optimize test inputs toward satisfying a coverage criterion.

Besides generating test inputs, such tools can automatically generate assertions with two main categories of traditional approaches (which help detect only crashing faults or regression faults and are incapable of detecting non-crashing faults in the current version in the absence of a previous version). (1) Capture and assert [52]. For example, Randoop [37] and EvoSuite [15] create assertions based on capturing and asserting the return values of all non-void-return methods of the method sequence in the generated test input; EvoSuite further reduces these assertions based on mutation testing [22, 57]. (2) Differential testing [13]. For example, DiffGen [43] generates assertions from runs on two different versions of a class by checking the equality/equivalence of method-call return values and receiver object states from the two versions.

To complement the traditional approaches of assertion generation, based on other already written unit tests, ATLAS [49], a deep learning (DL) based approach, takes a test method without any assertion (i.e., test input only) along with its focal method (i.e., the method under test). In particular, the input to ATLAS is a pair: a test method without assertion along with its focal method, including these two methods’ respective method names and method bodies. In the rest of this paper, we refer to such pair as focal-test and multiple pairs as focal-tests. The output to ATLAS is a meaningful assertion corresponding to the focal-test (i.e., one similar to what developers would have written).

In contrast to the traditional approaches, ATLAS offers two major advantages of assertion generation. First, ATLAS can generate meaningful assertions for detecting non-crashing faults in the current version, whereas the traditional approaches typically help detect only crashing/regression faults with generated assertions being unmeaningful. For example, an industrial evaluation [3] of assertions generated by EvoSuite shows that “in manually written tests, the assertions are meaningful and useful unlike the generated ones”. Thus, developers can more desirably inspect assertions generated by EvoSuite such as the last non-JUnit-framework-API method invoked in t.

However, the effectiveness of ATLAS is restricted by two major limitations inherent in DL. First, assertions generated by ATLAS are not explainable due to the un-explainable nature of DL [16, 47]. Because a recommended assertion may not be an actual assertion applicable for developers, the developers need to inspect the recommended assertion. In this process of inspection, providing explanations on why an assertion is recommended is valuable to assist the developers. Second, approaches based on sequence-to-sequence DL models suffer from the exposure bias [36] and disappearance of the gradient [23, 24], resulting in poor effectiveness in generating a long sequence of tokens as an assertion. In particular, we calculate the accuracy of ATLAS in generating assertions of different lengths on the dataset used by ATLAS, and we find that ATLAS performs well (46.3% accuracy) in generating a short assertion (with fewer than 15 tokens) whereas much worse (only 17.9% accuracy) in generating a long assertion (with more than 15 tokens).

To address the preceding limitations, in this paper, we propose an approach based on information retrieval (IR), including the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval and the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation. The input and output of the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval are the same as those of ATLAS. This technique first retrieves the assertion whose corresponding focal-test is most similar to the given focal-test based on the Jaccard similarity coefficient. To improve the quality of the retrieved assertion, the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation further adjusts tokens in the retrieved assertion based on the context. Since the focal-test corresponding to the assertion is also attained when using IR to retrieve the assertion, the developers can attain a valuable reference when inspecting the assertion. In addition, since IR is based on similarity, it is less challenging for our approach to generate a long assertion.

Besides the IR-based approach, in this paper, we also propose an integration approach to integrate our IR-based approach with any DL-based approach (e.g., ATLAS) to enable more powerful assertion generation. In particular, our integration approach carefully examines the compatibility between our retrieved assertion and the current focal-test: if the compatibility is higher than the threshold (determined by a validation set), we directly return the retrieved assertion as the final result; otherwise, we further apply the DL-based approach to generate an assertion.

We evaluate our approaches on two datasets, an existing dataset Dataold used in ATLAS and a new dataset Datanew constructed in our work. While Dataold simplifies the assertion generation problem by excluding some challenging cases (i.e., unknown tokens), Datanew is Dataold’s extended version that includes not only the original Dataold but also those excluded cases with unknown tokens. Our experimental results show that the accuracy and BLEU score of our IR-based approach are substantially higher than ATLAS: the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval alone already outperforms ATLAS with 4.84% and 16.34% higher accuracy on both datasets, respectively; in addition, the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation further improves the accuracy by 7.37% and 2.63% on both datasets, respectively. Furthermore, our integration approach, which combines our IR-based approach with the existing DL-based approach ATLAS, achieves the highest accuracy on assertion generation, i.e., 46.54% and 42.20% on both datasets (additional 15.12% and 20.54% over ATLAS), respectively.
In summary, this paper makes the following main contributions:

- **IR-based approach.** We make the first attempt to leverage IR in assertion generation, including the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval and the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation.
- **Integration approach.** We propose an integration approach for integrating our IR-based approach and a DL-based approach (e.g., ATLAS) to enable more powerful assertion generation.
- **Evaluation.** We construct a more comprehensive dataset (comparing to the dataset used by ATLAS) including more practical and challenging cases in assertion generation, and extensively evaluate our approaches on both the original dataset and the newly-constructed dataset.
- **Results and practical implication.** Our experimental results show that even the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval alone already outperforms the state-of-the-art DL-based approach, and the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation further improves the accuracy; moreover, integrating our IR-based approach and the DL-based approach could achieve a higher accuracy. Our results convey an important message that an IR-based approach can be competitive and worthwhile to pursue for software engineering tasks such as assertion generation, and should be seriously considered by the research community given that in recent years DL solutions have been very popularly adopted by the research community for software engineering tasks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and related work. Section 3 details the proposed IR-based and integration approaches. Sections 4 and 5 describe the experimental setup and experimental results. Section 6 discusses the threats to validity of our work. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce ALTAS. Then, we detail the related work based on IR and the related work of integrating IR and DL.

2.1 DL-based Assertion Generation

With the recent development of DL, approaches are increasingly proposed to utilize advanced DL techniques to tackle software engineering tasks, such as fault diagnosis [29] and fixing [10, 18, 35, 46], code summarization [19–21], and code clone detection [48, 50, 54, 56, 58]. Recently, Watson et al. [49] propose the first DL-based assert generation approach named ATLAS, which applies Neural Machine Translation (NMT) to generate an assertion for the given focal-test. ATLAS aims at predicting a meaningful assertion to validate the correctness of the focal method. To collect the dataset for training ATLAS, Watson et al. first extract Test-Assert Pairs (TAPs) from JUnit-based projects in Github, where each pair consists of the focal-test and its relevant assertion. The initial TAP set is then preprocessed into two datasets: (i) raw source code, where TAPs are simply tokenized; (ii) abstract code, where TAPs are first tokenized and the uncommon tokens are further represented by their respective belonging type and sequential id. These two datasets are used to evaluate ATLAS, respectively.

2.2 Information Retrieval

With the rapid expansion of human knowledge and information storage, fast and accurate IR from a massive and multi-modal database becomes an urgent need. In recent years, IR techniques have been widely applied in different software engineering tasks, such as feature location [25], code search [41], concept location [40], software reuse [14, 31, 53], and traceability link recovery between software artifacts [5, 30, 32].

IR techniques fetch the object that best matches the given query from the database. Researchers have leveraged various similarity coefficients in IR. For example, Jaccard [45], a widely-used similarity coefficient, measures the similarity between two sets of data based on their overlapping and unique items. The following formulation presents Jaccard’s calculation, where $X$ and $Y$ are two sets. The value varies from 0% to 100%, and a higher value indicates a higher similarity.

\[
J(X, Y) = \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X \cup Y|}
\]

2.3 Integration of IR and DL

There exists work that leverages IR to boost DL techniques for tasks other than assertion generation. For example, Liu et al. [26] and Parvez et al. [39] propose to incorporate IR into DL for the task of code generation and summarization. In addition, Liu et al. [26] propose to generate a commit message by a novel hybrid approach of conducting IR followed by DL. Our work shares the same general intuition of “combining IR and DL,” with the aforementioned work, but we tackle a different problem (i.e., assertion generation) and we propose a novel integration approach. In addition, our contributions also include the novel IR-based assertion generation and adaptation approaches.

3 APPROACH

In this section, we introduce the proposed approaches in this work. Our approaches include an IR-based approach and an integration approach. The IR-based approach contains two techniques (IR-based assertion retrieval and retrieved-assertion adaptation). Section 3.1 first introduces the technique of IR-based assertion retrieval (in short as $IR_{ar}$). Given a focal-test in the test set, $IR_{ar}$ retrieves the most similar focal-test in the training set and directly adopts its corresponding assertion as the output. Section 3.2 presents the technique of retrieved-assertion adaptation (in short as $RA_{adapt}$) to automatically modify the retrieved assertion. Section 3.3 further illustrates an integration approach to combine a DL-based approach (e.g., ATLAS) and the proposed IR-based approach.

3.1 IR-based Assertion Retrieval $IR_{ar}$

The basic idea of $IR_{ar}$ is to retrieve the assertion whose corresponding focal-test has the highest similarity with the given focal-test. More specifically, $IR_{ar}$ first uses javalang [44] to tokenize each focal-test in the training set and test set, and removes duplicated tokens from each focal-test to enable more efficient retrieval; then, given a focal-test in the test set, $IR_{ar}$ calculates its Jaccard similarity coefficient with all the focal-tests in the training set, and retrieves the one with the highest similarity coefficient; finally, the assertion corresponding to the retrieved focal-test is returned as the expected
Algorithm 1 IR-based Assertion Retrieval $\text{IR}_{ar}$

Input: $\text{Test}_f$: the focal-test to generate assertion for.
Input: $\text{Train}_a$: all focal-tests in the training set.
Input: $\text{Train}_A$: all corresponding assertions in the training set.
Output: $\text{Retrieved}_f$: the focal-test retrieved by $\text{IR}_{ar}$.
Output: $\text{Retrieved}_a$: the assertion retrieved by $\text{IR}_{ar}$.

1. max ← 0, $\text{Retrieved}_f ← "", \text{Retrieved}_a ← "$
2. for $i = 1$ to len($\text{Train}_f$) do
3. jaccard ← compute($\text{Test}_f, \text{Train}_f[i]$)
4. if jaccard > max then
5. max ← jaccard
6. $\text{Retrieved}_f ← \text{Train}_f[i]$
7. $\text{Retrieved}_a ← \text{Train}_A[i]$
8. return $\text{Retrieved}_f, \text{Retrieved}_a$

Algorithm 1 presents the detailed workflow of $\text{IR}_{ar}$. Being the inputs to the algorithm, $\text{Test}_f$ is the input focal-test whose assertion would be generated by $\text{IR}_{ar}$; $\text{Train}_a$ and $\text{Train}_A$ are the lists of all the focal-tests and their assertions in the training set. $\text{IR}_{ar}$ calculates the Jaccard similarity between the input focal-test and each focal-test in the training set (Line 3), selects the one with the highest similarity (Lines 4-7), and returns its assertion as the output (Line 8).

Listing 1: A TAP example in the test set

```java
//focal-test:
TestReportErrorOnWrongDataEffective()
java.lang.String drl="rule consolidateTables; when
%" + ("($s:\&\$\_String\$)="Then\$\") + " end\$\";
org.kie.internal.builder.KnowledgeBuilder kb = org.kie.internal.
business.KnowledgeBuilderFactory.newKnowledgeBuilder();
kb.add(new org.drools.core.io.impl.ByteResource(drl.getBytes()), ResourceType.DRL);
hasErrors(){
  return (errors) != null;
}
//Assertion to generate:
org.junit.Assert.assertTrue(kb.hasErrors())
```

Listing 2: A TAP example in the training set

```java
//focal-test:
testFailedStaticImport()
java.lang.String drl="package org.drools.test; \n + ("$\_\$\_String\$)="Test\$\" + " end\$\";
org.kie.internal.builder.KnowledgeBuilder kb = org.kie.internal.
business.KnowledgeBuilderFactory.newKnowledgeBuilder();
kb.add(new org.drools.core.io.impl.ByteResource(drl.getBytes()), ResourceType.DRL);
hasErrors(){
  return (errors) != null;
}
//Assertion:
org.junit.Assert.assertEquals("name", entity.getName())
```

For example, to generate an assertion for an input focal-test in Listing 1, $\text{IR}_{ar}$ compares it with each focal-test in the training set, finds the most similar one (as shown in Listing 2), and returns its corresponding assertion. $\text{IR}_{ar}$ is based on the intuition that similar focal-tests are likely to have the identical assertions. It is the reason why $\text{IR}_{ar}$ works well for this example. However, it is also very common for two similar focal-tests to share similar (but not identical) assertions. For those cases, directly returning the retrieved assertion would fail to generate a precise assertion. To address this issue, in the next section, we then propose an adaptation technique to modify the retrieved assertion.

3.2 Retrieved-Assertion Adaptation $\text{RA}_{adapt}$

Although $\text{IR}_{ar}$ cannot always retrieve fully correct assertions from the training set, it can return “almost correct” assertions that are very similar to the correct ones. Therefore, we further propose an automated adaptation technique $\text{RA}_{adapt}$, which modifies a retrieved assertion toward the correct one based on context information. For a retrieved assertion, $\text{RA}_{adapt}$ performs the following adaptation procedure.

- **Step 1: decide whether the assertion should be modified.** Since not all the retrieved assertions need adaptation, a pre-identification should be made first to avoid mistakenly modifying a correct assertion. $\text{RA}_{adapt}$ considers an assertion necessary for adaptation if it contains at least one token absent from the input focal-test.
- **Step 2: decide which token (i.e., invoked method, variable, or constant) should be modified.** $\text{RA}_{adapt}$ considers a token that is absent from the input focal-test as a candidate token for modification.
- **Step 3: decide what value a candidate token should be replaced with.** $\text{RA}_{adapt}$ determines the replacement value by analyzing the token correspondence between the focal-tests in the test and training sets. We observe that most retrieved assertions have identical syntactic structures as the correct ones but with several inconsistent special tokens (e.g., invoked-method names, variable names, or constant values). Therefore, the current $\text{RA}_{adapt}$ mainly considers the replacement operation during adaptation. We believe that $\text{RA}_{adapt}$ can be further extended with more edition operations (e.g., addition or deletion) in future work.

Listing 3: A false TAP example in the test set

```java
//focal-test:
should_build_an_entity_with_the_right_name(){
builder.setName("name");
org.bonitasoft.engine.identity.model.SCustomUserInfoDefinition entity=builder.done();
} getName(){
  return name;
} //Assertion:
org.junit.Assert.assertEquals("name", entity.getName())
```

Listing 4: A false TAP example in the test set

```java
//focal-test:
should_build_an_entity_with_the_right_id() {
builder.setId(1L);
org.bonitasoft.engine.identity.model.SCustomUserInfoDefinition entity=builder.done();
} getId(){
  return id;
} //Assertion:
org.junit.Assert.assertEquals(1L, entity.getId())
```
Algorithm 2 Retrieved-Assertion Adaptation $R_{adapt}$

Input: $t$: the focal-test to adapt assertion for.
Input: $t_{fr}$: the focal-test retrieved by $IR_{fr}$.
Input: $a_{fr}$: the assertion retrieved by $IR_{fr}$.
Output: $a_{ir}$: the assertion adapted by $R_{adapt}$.

1. $IM_t, VAR_t, CST_t \leftarrow extractTokens(t)$
2. $IM_{t_{fr}}, VAR_{t_{fr}}, CST_{t_{fr}} \leftarrow extractTokens(t_{fr})$
3. $IM_{a_{fr}}, VAR_{a_{fr}}, CST_{a_{fr}} \leftarrow extractTokens(a_{fr})$
4. $adaptIM \leftarrow needAdapt(IM_t, IM_{t_{fr}}, IM_{a_{fr}})$
5. $adaptVAR \leftarrow needAdapt(VAR_t, VAR_{t_{fr}}, VAR_{a_{fr}})$
6. $adaptCST \leftarrow needAdapt(CST_t, CST_{t_{fr}}, CST_{a_{fr}})$
7. if $adaptIM$ and $adaptVAR$ and $adaptCST$ then
8. return $a_{ir}$
9. $IM'_{t_{ir}}, IM'_{t_{fr}} \leftarrow trim(IM_{t_{fr}}, IM_t)$
10. $VAR'_{t_{fr}}, VAR'_{t_{fr}} \leftarrow trim(VAR_{t_{fr}}, VAR_t)$
11. $CST'_{t_{fr}}, CST'_{t_{fr}} \leftarrow trim(CST_{t_{fr}}, CST_t)$
12. replaceIM $\leftarrow$ getReplaceMap($IM'_{t_{fr}}, IM'_{t_{fr}}, IM_{a_{fr}}$)
13. replaceVAR $\leftarrow$ getReplaceMap($VAR'_{t_{fr}}, VAR'_{t_{fr}}, VAR_{a_{fr}}$)
14. replaceCST $\leftarrow$ getReplaceMap($CST'_{t_{fr}}, CST'_{t_{fr}}, CST_{a_{fr}}$)
15. $a'_{ir} \leftarrow$ replace($a_{fr}$, replaceIM, replaceVAR, replaceCST)
16. return $a'_{ir}$

17. function needAdapt($TK_t, TK_{t_{fr}}, TK_{a_{fr}}$)
18. needAdaptation $\leftarrow$ False
19. for $tk_{a_{fr}} \in TK_{a_{fr}}$ do
20. if $tk_{a_{fr}} \notin TK_t$ and $tk_{a_{fr}} \in TK_{t_{fr}}$ then
21. needAdaptation $\leftarrow$ True
22. break
23. return needAdaptation

24. function getReplaceMap($TK_t, TK_{t_{fr}}, TK_{a_{fr}}$)
25. replaceMap $\leftarrow$ dict()
26. for $tk_{t} \in (TK_{t_{fr}} \cap TK_{a_{fr}})$ do
27. replace $\leftarrow$ ""
28. max $\leftarrow$ 0
29. for $tk_{t} \in TK_t$ do
30. temp $\leftarrow$ computeSimilarity($tk_{t_{fr}}, tk_{t}$)
31. if temp $>$ max then
32. max $\leftarrow$ temp
33. replace $\leftarrow tk_{t}$
34. replaceMap[$tk_{t_{fr}}$] $\leftarrow$ replace
35. return replaceMap

Algorithm 2 shows the details of $R_{adapt}$. In Lines 1-3, $R_{adapt}$ first extracts three categories of tokens (all the invoked methods, variables, and constants) defined in $t, t_{fr}$, and $a_{fr}$ (the inputs to $R_{adapt}$), storing these tokens in nine sets. Separately processing the categories of the invoked methods, variables, and constants can make $R_{adapt}$ more effective because there is no replacement relationship across the three categories. For example code fragments in Listings 3 and 4, $R_{adapt}$ extracts the nine sets of tokens: $IM_t$ is [setName, getName, done], $VAR_t$ is [builder, entity, name], and $CST_t$ is [“name”]; $IM_{t_{fr}}$ is [setId, getld, done], $VAR_{t_{fr}}$ is [builder, entity, id], and $CST_{t_{fr}}$ is [1L]; $IM_{a_{fr}}$ is [getld], $VAR_{a_{fr}}$ is [entity], and $CST_{a_{fr}}$ is [1L].

Step 1. In Lines 4-8 and 17-23, $R_{adapt}$ determines whether an assertion (in the training set) retrieved by $IR_{fr}$ needs to be adapted.

The criterion for the need of adaptation is whether at least an invoked-method in $IM_{a_{fr}}$ has not appeared in $IM_t$ but appeared in $IM_{t_{fr}}$, at least a variable in $VAR_{a_{fr}}$ has not appeared in $VAR_t$ but appeared in $VAR_{t_{fr}}$, or at least a constant in $CST_{a_{fr}}$ has not appeared in $CST_t$ but appeared in $CST_{t_{fr}}$. For the example code fragments in Listings 3 and 4, “getld” in $IM_{a_{fr}}$ has not appeared in $IM_t$ and 1L in $CST_{a_{fr}}$ has not appeared in $CST_t$, so we need to do a replacement analysis for “1L” and “getld”.

Step 2. Line 9 of the algorithm removes the overlapping elements between $IM_{t_{fr}}$ and $IM_t$ from each of these two sets, resulting in $IM'_{t_{fr}}$ and $IM'_{t_{fr}}$, respectively. The elements in $IM'_{t_{fr}}$ are the tokens (i.e., invoked methods here) that should be modified. Lines 10 and 11 do the same for the pair of $VAR_{t_{fr}}$, and $VAR_t$ and the pair of $CST_{t_{fr}}$ and $CST_t$, respectively. For the example code fragments, after the overlapping elements are removed, $IM'_{t_{fr}}$ is [setld, getld], $IM'_{t_{fr}}$ is [id, setId, getName]; $VAR'_{t_{fr}}$ is [id], $VAR'_{t_{fr}}$ is [name]; $CST'_{t_{fr}}$ is [1L], $CST'_{t_{fr}}$ is [“name”].

Step 3. In Lines 12-14, $R_{adapt}$ selects all the replacement values for invoked methods, variables, and constants; the selection is based on one of the two strategies described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. In Lines 15-16, the algorithm replaces the invoked methods, variables, and constants in $a_{fr}$ to be replaced and returns the adapted assertion $a'_{ir}$.

For Step 3, we design two replacement strategies to decide the replacement value: one is based on heuristics (denoted as $R_{adapt}^H$) and the other one is based on neural networks (denoted as $R_{adapt}^{NN}$). We then introduce these strategies in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Heuristics-based strategy $R_{adapt}^H$. In function getReplaceMap, computeSimilarity of $R_{adapt}^H$, is calculated based on the sub-tokens resulted from hump splitting of $tk_{t_{fr}}$ in $TK_{t_{fr}}$, and $tk_{t}$ in $TK_t$ and the positions of $tk_{t_{fr}}$ and $tk_{t}$. We first determine whether $tk_{t_{fr}}$ and $tk_{t}$ contain the same sub-tokens resulted from camel case splitting. If $tk_{t_{fr}}$ and $tk_{t}$ contain the same sub-tokens after camel case splitting, we put $tk_{t}$ to a candidate set. Then we select the replacement value according to the positions of $tk_{t_{fr}}$ in $TK_{t_{fr}}$ and $tk_{t}$ in $TK_t$. Here we select the token $tk_{t}$ that is closest to the position of token $tk_{t_{fr}}$. For example, “getld” in Listing 4 needs to be respectively compared with “setName” and “getName” in Listing 3. The camel case of “getName” is split into “get” and “Id”, the camel case of “setName” is split into “set” and “Name”, and the camel case of “setName” is split into “set” and “Name”. The position of “getld” in $t_{fr}$ is 34, the position of “getName” in $t$ is 34, and the position of “setName” in $t$ is 7. Therefore, “getld” will be replaced with “getName”. The constant 1L in Listing 4 needs to be replaced, and $CST'_{t_{fr}}$ has only one element “name”, so “1L” is directly replaced with “name”.

3.2.2 Neural-network-based strategy $R_{adapt}^{NN}$. The heuristic-based strategy $R_{adapt}^H$ performs replacement based on lexical similarity, which might ignore semantic information embedded in programs. We then propose another neural-network-based replacement strategy $R_{adapt}^{NN}$, which augments lexical similarity with semantic information and calculates the replacement value via a neural network...
architecture for code adaptation. $\text{RA}_{\text{adapt}}^{\text{NN}}$ consists of three components: (1) embedding first-order semantic information, (2) enriching first-order information with high-order semantic information, and (3) combining semantic information with the aforementioned lexical similarity.

In the first component, $\text{RA}_{\text{adapt}}^{\text{NN}}$ captures the first-order information with Word2Vec [1], which maps each word to a $n$-dimensional vector space $\mathbb{R}$. We use a $m \times n$ matrix $M$ for this semantic mapping, where $m$ denotes the size of vocabulary (a vocabulary typically refers to a set of unique tokens used in the text corpus).

The second component captures high-order information by injecting the semantics of context into the current token. In particular, we employ a bidirectional recurrent neural network architecture (Bi-RNA), which delivers information forward and backward simultaneously. At every step, Bi-RNA updates the representation of the current token $i_t$ with its forward and backward context, enriching $i_t$’s initial first-order information with high-order information. Here $R$ is the recurrent algorithm used to update information, and $I_t^R$ is the output of semantic enhancement of $i_t$.

$$I_t^R = [R_{>}(i_t, i_{t-1}, ..., i_0), R_{<}(i_t, i_{t+1}, ...)]$$

At last, we use a linear layer to combine semantic similarity with the lexical similarity. The semantic similarity is calculated with cosine coefficient, and the cosine coefficient between more similar tokens is larger. In Line 30 of Algorithm 2, we employ dot production to calculate the cosine coefficient between the tokens for replacing $I_{tir}$ of $tk_{ir}$ and its candidate $I_{tir}^R$ of $tk_t$ in function `getReplaceMap` as the following equation. Here $S$ denotes the replacement score of $tk_{ir}$ and $tk_t$. $p1$ and $p2$ are the parameters trained by $\text{RA}_{\text{adapt}}^{\text{NN}}$.

$$S = \begin{cases} p1 \cdot I_{tir} + p2, & I_{tir}^R and I_{tir} contain same sub-token(s) \\ p1 \cdot I_{tir} + p2, & otherwise \end{cases}$$

$\text{RA}_{\text{adapt}}^{\text{NN}}$ is optimized by maximizing the negative log-likelihood on the replacement possibility $S$.

3.3 Integration
An IR-based approach retrieves assertions from the training set, and could be highly effective especially when there are similar cases in the training set. On the other hand, a DL-based approach learns to generate assertions based on the training set and is capable of generating “new” assertions absent from the training set. Intuitively, these two approaches are complementary and thus could be further combined to enable more powerful generation of assertions.

In this section, we propose an integration approach based on a compatibility inference model, which calculates the “compatibility” between the retrieved assertion and the current focal-test to determine whether to directly return the retrieved assertion or apply a DL-based approach to generate a new assertion.

Figure 1 presents the workflow of our integration approach. The first two steps are our proposed IR-based approach (including the techniques of $IR$ and $\text{RA}_{\text{adapt}}$), which retrieves an assertion based on the Jaccard similarity and adapts the retrieved assertion if necessary. After adaptation, we then employ a semantic compatibility inference model to calculate the compatibility of the adapted assertion. If the compatibility is lower than the specified threshold (denoted as $t$ in Figure 1), we turn to the DL-based approach (e.g., ATLAS) for generating a “new” assertion. In our approach, $t$ is decided based on the validation set.

We next introduce our compatibility inference model in detail. Recall that the adaptation technique deals with syntactic compatibility by replacing incorrect tokens. We further utilize semantic compatibility to find an incompatible assertion. This problem is similar to the task of neural language inference (NLI) [9], which is usually solved with a binary neural inference model. Typically, a binary neural inference model reasons about evidence between the hypothesis and premise to infer their relationship (i.e., entailment or contradiction). However, our problem is different, where the relationship is “ternary” rather than “binary”. Since the assertion is retrieved from its training focal-test, an inference model should not only consider the compatibility between the retrieved assertion and the input focal-test, but also consider the compatibility between the retrieved focal-test and the input focal-test. Based on this insight, we propose a “ternary” neural inference model, which could be viewed as an extension of a recently proposed binary neural inference model named ESIM [9]. We model the local evidence of compatibility among the retrieved assertion, the retrieved focal-test, and the input focal-test with an attention-based RNN model. We then combine the evidence from three code sequences with a neural network, which maps evidence features to the final compatibility.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section, we describe datasets and metrics used in our experiments. Our source code, datasets, and experimental results are available on our project website [2]. We conduct experiments to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How does the proposed IR-based assertion retrieval technique $IR_{adapt}$ perform compared to the latest DL-based assertion generation approach (i.e., ATLAS)?
- **RQ2:** How do the proposed retrieved-assertion adaptation techniques $RA_{adapt}^H$ and $RA_{adapt}^{NN}$ improve the effectiveness?
- **RQ3:** How does the proposed integration approach boost DL-based and IR-based approaches?

4.1 Datasets

4.1.1 $\text{Data}_{old}$. We denote the original dataset used by ATLAS as $\text{Data}_{old}$, which consists of real-world test assertions from open-source projects in GitHub. As mentioned in previous work [49], $\text{Data}_{old}$ is constructed in a simplified way: it excludes the assertions that contain tokens absent from the focal-test and the vocabulary. Such tokens are called unknown tokens according to the common practice in natural language processing [34, 55]. For example, in Listing 5, the tokens voter and voteMatch are unknown tokens that do not appear in the focal-test or the vocabulary. $\text{Data}_{old}$ excludes such cases, and in total contains 156,760 data items, which are further divided into training, validation, and test sets by the ratio of 8:1:1.
4.1.2 \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \). In fact, \( \text{Data}_\text{old} \) simplifies the test generation problem by excluding some challenging cases (i.e., assertions with unknown tokens) for generation. Therefore, it may fail to represent real-world data distribution and threaten the validity of experimental results. Therefore, in this work, we further construct an extended dataset (i.e., denoted as \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \)) based on \( \text{Data}_\text{old} \) by adding those excluded cases with unknown tokens back to \( \text{Data}_\text{old} \). In addition to the original 156,760 items in \( \text{Data}_\text{old} \), \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \) consists of 108,660 extra items with unknown tokens. In total, the newly constructed dataset \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \) contains 265,420 data items, which are also further divided into training, validation, and test sets by the ratio of 8:1:1.

### Table 1 shows the detailed statistics of \( \text{Data}_\text{old} \) and \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \), including their distribution over different assertion types.

### 4.2 Metrics

In line with previous work [49], we use the following metrics in our experiments.

4.2.1 **Accuracy.** We mainly use accuracy to evaluate the effectiveness of assertion generation techniques. In particular, only the assertion that is the same with the ground truth would be considered as accurate. Accuracy calculates the ratio of correct assertions to all the generated assertions.

4.2.2 **BLEU.** Following previous work [49], we use the multi-BLEU score to evaluate the similarity of generated assertions with the ground truth. BLEU [38] has been widely used in machine translation systems [4, 19, 21, 27, 35]. The score first calculates the modified n-gram (for BLEU-n, n=1,2,3,4) precision of a candidate sequence (i.e., generated assertions) to the reference message (i.e., the ground truth), and then measures the average modified n-gram precision with a penalty for overly short sentences.

### 5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Tables 2 and 3 present the overall effectiveness (i.e., accuracy and BLEU) of all techniques studied in the experiments, including the compared baseline (i.e., ATLAS), \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \), two adaptation techniques \( \text{RA}_\text{adapt} \) and \( \text{IR}_\text{an} \), and the integration approach.

#### 5.1 RQ1: Effectiveness of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \)

5.1.1 **Overall effectiveness of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \).** As shown in Tables 2 and 3, the proposed \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) technique substantially outperforms the compared DL-based approach ATLAS on both datasets in terms of both accuracy and BLEU. In addition, we can observe that the difference is much more prominent on the more challenging dataset (i.e., \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \) with unknown tokens). The reason might be that existing DL-based approaches may have a weaker capability of generating assertions with unknown tokens and thus perform substantially worse on \( \text{Data}_\text{new} \) (i.e., almost 10% drop in accuracy).

**Effectiveness on different assertion types.** We further compare the effectiveness of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) and ATLAS on assertions of different types. Each column in Table 4 represents the assertion type, and each cell presents the number of correct generated assertions and the corresponding proportions in the brackets. As shown in the table, we observe that \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) could consistently outperform ATLAS on all the assertion types, indicating the generality of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) in generating different assertions.

**Effectiveness with different similarity coefficients.** \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) uses Jaccard as its default similarity coefficient. We investigate the impact of different IR similarity coefficients on the effectiveness of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \). In particular, we implement two other variants of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) with two widely used similarity coefficients, Overlap [51] and Dice [12], which compute the similarity of two given sets (i.e., \( X \) and \( Y \)) as follows.

\[
\text{Overlap}(X, Y) = \frac{|X \cap Y|}{\min(|X|, |Y|)}
\]
\[
\text{DSC}(X, Y) = \frac{|X \cap Y|}{|X| + |Y| - |X \cap Y|}
\]

Table 5 presents the accuracy of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) with different similarity coefficients on both datasets. The results show that the similarity coefficients have little impact on the effectiveness of \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \), indicating the generality of the \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) family in assertion generation.

In summary, our results suggest that the proposed \( \text{IR}_\text{ar} \) approach outperforms the existing DL-based approach ATLAS, including on different assertion types and with different IR similarity coefficients. To further understand these results, we next analyze their successful and unsuccessful cases in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, respectively.
5.1.2 Correct generated assertions. To further investigate the correct assertions generated by IR and ATLAS, we compare the length of correct assertions (i.e., the number of tokens in each assertion). Figure 2 shows the distribution of the length of correct generated assertions, where the X axis represents the length of assertions and the Y axis represents the number of corresponding assertions. Interestingly, as shown in the figure, we can observe that IR tends to outperform ATLAS on longer assertions. For example, on Data_{old}, ATLAS is more effective than IR when the target assertion contains fewer than eight tokens, whereas ATLAS becomes less effective than IR when the target assertion contains more than eight tokens. We also observe similar trends on Data_{new}; although IR is always more effective than ATLAS, their difference is more prominent with the increasing length of assertions. To further confirm our observation, we then calculate the average lengths of the correct assertions generated by ATLAS and IR, respectively. On Data_{old}, the average lengths of the correct assertions generated by ATLAS and IR are 7.98 and 8.63, respectively; on Data_{new}, the average lengths of ATLAS and IR are 9.74 and 10.74, respectively. Our results suggest that IR has a stronger capability of generating correct long assertions than ATLAS. One potential reason may be that it is still challenging for existing DL-based approaches to generate long sequences from scratch while it is feasible for IR-based approaches to retrieve long sequences from existing data. In addition, our results also indicate the complementarity between DL-based and IR-based approaches, especially for assertions of different lengths, also motivating the combination of these two approach categories for more powerful assertion generation.

We further look into the correct assertions generated by ATLAS. Interestingly, we find most of them exist in the training set. More specifically, in Data_{old}, among 4,925 correct assertions that can be generated by ATLAS, 4,560 (92.59%) assertions exist in the training set if the abstraction strategy is applied. Recall that the abstraction strategy in ATLAS replaces specific tokens (e.g., identifiers and variable names) with abstract tokens to reduce the infrequent tokens and the size of the vocabulary. Similarly, in Data_{new}, we also observe that the majority of correct generated assertions (i.e., 98.76%) are the assertions existing in the training set. Intuitively, the strength of DL-based approaches over IR-based approaches lies in intelligently creating new assertions that have never appeared in the training set. However, our results show that most assertions generated by ATLAS exist in the training set while only a few correct assertions are new and “created” by ATLAS. The preceding observation explains why even a simplistic IR approach can outperform a DL-based approach, also suggesting the limited capability of existing DL-based assertion generation in generating correct assertions.

5.1.3 Incorrect generated assertions. We then look into the assertions that cannot be successfully generated by ATLAS or IR. In particular, we calculate the edit distance between the incorrect generated assertions and the labeled assertions (i.e., the ground truth) in Table 6. Interestingly, although there are a large number of assertions that cannot be successfully generated by ATLAS or IR, a considerable ratio of these incorrect generated assertions are very similar to the correct ones, i.e., their edit distance is rather small. For example, among the 10,751 and 20,793 incorrect assertions generated by ATLAS on Data_{old} and Data_{new}, respectively, 2,840 (i.e., 26.4%) and 2,641 (i.e., 12.7%) assertions have only one different token from the correct assertions, while 4,517 (i.e., 42.0%) and 5,731 (i.e., 27.6%) assertions have no more than three different tokens from the correct assertions. Similarly, among the 9,992 and 14,483 incorrect assertions generated by ATLAS, 4,560 (92.59%) assertions exist in the training set.
assertions retrieved by \( IR_{ar} \) on \( Data_{old} \) and \( Data_{new} \), respectively, 2,966 (i.e., 29.7%) and 4,532 (i.e., 31.3%) assertions have only one different token from the correct assertions, while 4,736 (i.e., 47.4%) and 7,535 (i.e., 52.0%) assertions have no more than three different tokens from the correct assertions.

Inspired by the preceding observation, we further categorize those incorrect generated assertions whose edit distance is only one token away from the correct assertions, according to the type of the incorrect token. Table 7 presents the number of assertions in each token category. From the table, we can find that a majority of incorrect assertions generated by ATLAS or \( IR_{ar} \) have a wrong constant value compared to the correct assertions, indicating that generating constant values can be a major challenge in assertion generation. Such a challenge is not surprising, since the candidate space of a constant value is often very large, making it challenging to predict a constant value correctly. In addition, we can also find that a considerable number of assertions are incorrect because their assertion types are incorrect. For example, on \( Data_{old} \), 738 (677) incorrect assertions generated by ATLAS (\( IR_{ar} \)) can be modified into correct assertions if their assertion types are fixed. Compared to incorrect constant values, fixing incorrect assertion types is often less challenging, since fixing types has a limited number of enumerations.

In summary, a considerable number of incorrect assertions generated by ATLAS and \( IR_{ar} \) are very similar to correct assertions, and these incorrect assertions can still be helpful to developers or provide useful information for assertion generation. In addition, many incorrect assertions may become correct after only one token (e.g., related to assertion type) is modified. Furthermore, our results also motivate the intuition of our adaptation technique.

### 5.2 RQ2: Effectiveness of \( RA_{adapt} \)

In Table 8, Column “Total” shows the overall accuracy of \( RA^H_{adapt} \) and \( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \) on \( Data_{old} \) and \( Data_{new} \). We can find that both adaptation techniques can substantially improve \( IR_{ar} \), and \( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \) can achieve higher improvement than \( RA^H_{adapt} \). For example, \( RA^H_{adapt} \) and \( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \) improve \( IR_{ar} \) by 4.71% and 7.37% on \( Data_{old} \), while 1.75% and 2.63% on \( Data_{new} \), respectively. In addition, \( RA^H_{adapt} \) (\( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \)) can further outperform the DL-based approach ATLAS substantially, i.e., 9.55% (12.21%) improvement on \( Data_{old} \) and 17.99% (18.87%) improvement on \( Data_{new} \). Furthermore, the other columns in Table 8 present the effectiveness of adaptation on assertions of different types. From the table, we can observe a consistent improvement of both adaptation techniques on all the assertion types.

We further analyze the successful and unsuccessful cases of our adaptation techniques. In particular, we find that on \( Data_{old} \), 419 and 737 incorrect retrieved assertions are modified into correct assertions by \( RA_{adapt} \) and \( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \), respectively; similarly, on \( Data_{new} \), 563 and 679 incorrect retrieved assertions are modified into correct ones by \( RA^H_{adapt} \) and \( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \), respectively. On the other hand, our adaptation techniques are likely to modify a correct assertion into an incorrect one. On \( Data_{old} \), a small number of correct retrieved assertions (i.e., 25 and 42) are mistakenly identified by \( RA^H_{adapt} \) and \( RA^{NN}_{adapt} \), respectively, as incorrect assertions and further modified into incorrect assertions, and the numbers on \( Data_{new} \) are 68 and 84. In summary, our adaptation techniques successfully modify a considerable number of incorrect assertions into correct ones at the cost of mistakenly modifying a small number of correct retrieved assertions, explaining the overall effectiveness of adaptation.

### Table 4: Detailed statistics of ATLAS and \( IR_{ar} \) for each assert type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assert Type</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Equals</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>That</th>
<th>NULL</th>
<th>False</th>
<th>NULL</th>
<th>ArrayEquals</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{old} )</td>
<td>4,925 (31%)</td>
<td>2,501 (52%)</td>
<td>966 (35%)</td>
<td>248 (17%)</td>
<td>598 (21%)</td>
<td>229 (23%)</td>
<td>236 (30%)</td>
<td>100 (33%)</td>
<td>47 (15%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( IR_{ar}- Data_{old} )</td>
<td>5,684 (36%)</td>
<td>2,957 (38%)</td>
<td>1,039 (37%)</td>
<td>449 (31%)</td>
<td>439 (38%)</td>
<td>314 (31%)</td>
<td>285 (36%)</td>
<td>111 (36%)</td>
<td>89 (29%)</td>
<td>1 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{new} )</td>
<td>5,749 (22%)</td>
<td>2,900 (23%)</td>
<td>619 (17%)</td>
<td>537 (15%)</td>
<td>388 (30%)</td>
<td>126 (12%)</td>
<td>85 (12%)</td>
<td>47 (13%)</td>
<td>37 (12%)</td>
<td>1,010 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( IR_{ar}- Data_{new} )</td>
<td>10,059 (38%)</td>
<td>4,664 (37%)</td>
<td>1,436 (39%)</td>
<td>1,070 (30%)</td>
<td>600 (47%)</td>
<td>394 (37%)</td>
<td>286 (39%)</td>
<td>147 (41%)</td>
<td>113 (35%)</td>
<td>1,349 (45%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Accuracy of different similarity coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>AssertType</th>
<th>Jacard</th>
<th>DICE</th>
<th>Overlap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( Data_{old} )</td>
<td>ATLAS</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>36.26</td>
<td>36.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Data_{new} )</td>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{old} )</td>
<td>37.90</td>
<td>37.90</td>
<td>37.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6: Edit distance between correct assertions and incorrect assertions generated by ATLAS and \( IR_{ar} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Edit Distance</th>
<th>( 1 )</th>
<th>( 2 )</th>
<th>( 3 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{old} )</td>
<td>2,840 (26%)</td>
<td>763 (7%)</td>
<td>914 (9%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( IR_{ar}- Data_{old} )</td>
<td>2,966 (30%)</td>
<td>1,198 (12%)</td>
<td>572 (6%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{new} )</td>
<td>2,614 (13%)</td>
<td>1,595 (8%)</td>
<td>1,522 (7%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( IR_{ar}- Data_{new} )</td>
<td>4,532 (31%)</td>
<td>1,912 (13%)</td>
<td>1,091 (8%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7: Token types to be modified within one edit distance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Token Type</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>api</th>
<th>variable</th>
<th>constant</th>
<th>assertType</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( RA^H_{adapt} )</td>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{old} )</td>
<td>2,840</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>1,171</td>
<td>738</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RA_{adapt} )</td>
<td>( IR_{ar}- Data_{old} )</td>
<td>2,966</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>1,042</td>
<td>677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RA^{NN}_{adapt} )</td>
<td>ATLAS-( Data_{new} )</td>
<td>2,614</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>1,051</td>
<td>274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( RA^{NN}_{adapt} )</td>
<td>( IR_{ar}- Data_{new} )</td>
<td>4,532</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1,814</td>
<td>2,180</td>
<td>395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Detailed statistics of $RA^{H}_{adapt}$ and $RA^{NN}_{adapt}$ for each assert type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AssertType</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Equals</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>That</th>
<th>NotNull</th>
<th>False</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>ArrayEquals</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$RA^{H}<em>{adapt} - Data</em>{old}$</td>
<td>6,423(41%)</td>
<td>3,300(42%)</td>
<td>1,151(41%)</td>
<td>536(37%)</td>
<td>553(48%)</td>
<td>335(33%)</td>
<td>316(40%)</td>
<td>120(39%)</td>
<td>111(36%)</td>
<td>1(50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$RA^{NN}<em>{adapt} - Data</em>{old}$</td>
<td>6,839(44%)</td>
<td>3,509(45%)</td>
<td>1,225(44%)</td>
<td>551(38%)</td>
<td>610(52%)</td>
<td>342(34%)</td>
<td>341(43%)</td>
<td>134(44%)</td>
<td>126(41%)</td>
<td>1(50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$RA^{H}<em>{adapt} - Data</em>{new}$</td>
<td>10,525(40%)</td>
<td>4,882(39%)</td>
<td>1,487(41%)</td>
<td>1,142(32%)</td>
<td>651(51%)</td>
<td>401(37%)</td>
<td>308(42%)</td>
<td>154(43%)</td>
<td>121(38%)</td>
<td>1,388(46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$RA^{NN}<em>{adapt} - Data</em>{new}$</td>
<td>10,758(41%)</td>
<td>4,988(40%)</td>
<td>1,526(42%)</td>
<td>1,161(33%)</td>
<td>691(54%)</td>
<td>401(37%)</td>
<td>308(42%)</td>
<td>162(45%)</td>
<td>126(39%)</td>
<td>1,395(46%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Detailed statistics of integration for each assert type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AssertType</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Equals</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>That</th>
<th>NotNull</th>
<th>False</th>
<th>Null</th>
<th>ArrayEquals</th>
<th>Same</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>integration-Data_{old}</td>
<td>7,295(47%)</td>
<td>3,714(47%)</td>
<td>1,333(48%)</td>
<td>546(38%)</td>
<td>724(44%)</td>
<td>348(35%)</td>
<td>352(44%)</td>
<td>148(48%)</td>
<td>129(41%)</td>
<td>1(50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>integration-Data_{new}</td>
<td>11,201(42%)</td>
<td>5,248(42%)</td>
<td>1,566(43%)</td>
<td>1,196(34%)</td>
<td>711(55%)</td>
<td>401(37%)</td>
<td>313(43%)</td>
<td>162(45%)</td>
<td>128(40%)</td>
<td>1,476(49%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Complementarity between ATLAS, $IR_{ar}$, $RA^{H}_{adapt}$
and $RA^{NN}_{adapt}$ in Data_{old}

Figure 4: Complementarity between ATLAS, $IR_{ar}$, $RA^{H}_{adapt}$
and $RA^{NN}_{adapt}$ in Data_{new}

5.3 RQ3: Effectiveness of Integration

5.3.1 Complementarity between DL-based and IR-based approaches. Figures 3 and 4 present the overlapping between the correct assertions generated by the DL-based approach (i.e., ATLAS) and the IR-based approaches (i.e., $IR_{ar}$ and $RA^{adapt}$). From the figures, we can find that DL-based and IR-based approaches are complementary. For example, on Data_{old}, between ATLAS and $RA^{H}_{adapt}$, 1,525 correct assertions are uniquely generated by ATLAS, while 3,035 correct assertions are uniquely generated by $RA^{H}_{adapt}$. Such a complementarity is consistent on Data_{new}. The results indicate that integrating both approaches can even enable more powerful assertion generation.

5.3.2 Effectiveness of integration. Table 9 presents the effectiveness of integration on all assertions and assertions of each type. From the table, we can observe that integration consistently outperforms DL-based and IR-based approaches on all assertions. The results suggest the effectiveness of our proposed integration approach, also showing that integrating DL-based and IR-based approaches can be a promising direction for automated assertion generation.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY

One major threat in our work comes from not comparing the ability to generate assertions that are compilable and can find bugs between our approaches and other existing approaches of test case generation. Although being compilable can be another indicator for assertion quality, automated build has always been a challenging task, highly dependent on external/internal settings/resources [17, 28]. Therefore, it is challenging to automatically compile large-scale subjects. To ensure the scale of our experiments, we do not use being compilable and the ability to find bugs as metrics. Note that we check the syntax of assertions generated by our IR-based approach, and all the generated assertions conform to the syntax. These results are expected since the retrieval mechanism of our IR-based approach can ensure the syntactic correctness of the generated assertions.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have made the first attempt to leverage Information Retrieval (IR) in assertion generation and propose an IR-based approach including the technique of $IR_A$ and the technique of $RA_{Adapt}$. We have also proposed an integration approach for integrating our IR-based approach and a DL-based approach such as ATLAS to further improve the effectiveness. Our experimental results have shown that ATLAS can be outperformed by $IR_A$, which achieves the accuracy of 36.26% and 37.90% on two datasets, respectively. Moreover, our $RA_{Adapt}$ technique can help achieve accuracy of 43.65% and 40.53% on both datasets, respectively. Finally, the integration approach achieves the accuracy of 46.54% and 42.20% on both datasets. Our work has conveyed an important message that an IR-based approach can be competitive and worthwhile to pursue for software engineering tasks such as assertion generation, and should be seriously considered by the research community given that in recent years DL solutions have been over-popularly adopted by the research community for software engineering tasks.
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